APPENDIX A
_______
§ 1. Variances and total hydrodynamics derivatives. – The fundamental concepts
that are at the basis of relativistic hydrodynamics are space-time densities, which have,
by definition, the variance of tensor densities. The most important ones that we shall
encounter are the matter density ρ, which is a scalar density, the current density jµ and the
momentum density gµ , which are both vector densities, the spin density sµ , which also a
vector density, the internal angular momentum density s[µν], and the energy-momentum
tensor density tµν . Since we shall use only the transformations of the proper Lorentz
group, and need not concern ourselves with reflections and time reversals, we shall call
the magnitudes above tensors by abstracting from the density character of some of them,
in order to simplify the language.
If one starts with these space-time tensor densities then one will obtain global
quantities that have a simple tensorial variance by integrating them over a given spacetime domain. Starting with the densities f, fµ , fµν , one will therefore obtain the tensors F,
Fµ, Fµν, but they will not be tensors that have any physical significance. The physical
magnitudes will be the integrals of space-time densities that are taken over a certain
spatial volume that is occupied by a certain material body at a given instant, which will
be integrals that possess a simple relativistic variance only in very exceptional cases. As
Louis de Broglie once remarked, “This is an example of the rather frequent contrasts that
are presented between quantum ideas and relativistic ideas” [1]. In order to construct a
physical model for the causal theory or to construct the operators of the probabilistic one,
one must make other global magnitudes correspond to the tensor densities f, fµ , fµν ,
which will be spatial integrals that we denote by F, Fµ , Fµν .
It will sometimes be convenient for the expression of the densities that characterize a
fluid to consider them to be constituted from a great number of point-like particles whose
properties can be expressed by the particle magnitudes F, Fµ , Fµν , which will be
tensorial, by definition. One must then assume that, on the one hand, each of these
magnitudes varies in a continuous fashion when one considers a particle neighborhood,
and on the other hand, that these particles are distributed with a mean density that also
varies in a continuous fashion. At a point P in the fluid, one considers the proper
reference frame Σ0 that is attached to the particle that is found at P. One considers a
(proper) volume element d3υ0 in the space of this reference frame that contains d3n
particles, and one defines the matter density by ρ = d3n / d3υ0 .
One has d3n = ρ d3υ0 dτ / dτ, in which dτ is proper time. However, d3υ0 dτ is the
space-time volume element d4 ω, which is invariant under a Lorentz transformation, since
the contraction of the volume compensates precisely for the dilatation of time. Since d3n
represents a given number of particles, it will likewise be invariant, so one sees that ρ / dτ
– and, as a consequence, ρ – will be a space-time invariant. The fluid will then be
characterized by the densities ρ F, ρ Fµ , ρ Fµν .
Before studying dynamics, we must express the pure and simple state of motion for
the fluid by defining the velocity of matter at each point. In order to define the relativistic
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unit-speed velocity, we shall consider the velocity v in an arbitrary Lorentz frame in
which it possesses a material particle that is found at the point P, which is considered at
the instant in question, and we the construct the four components:
ui = α vi,

u4 = α ic

with

 v2 
α = 1 − 2 
 c 

−1/ 2

.

One knows that, under these conditions, the uµ will transform like the components of
a space-time vector under a Lorentz transformation, and that they will represent the
derivatives uµ = dxµ / dτ of the relativistic coordinates of the particles with respect to the
local proper time τ. One also knows that the norm of any unit-speed velocity is uµ uµ =
− c2.
If we are to concern ourselves with the mean local properties or the properties that are
attached to a well-defined quantity of the fluid then the unit-speed must be included in
the unit-speed velocity. Indeed, any objective physical property is related to the matter
itself, and to each of its distinct parts, which must be followed and identified in the course
of the motion of the matter. This has a physical meaning that is not pure and simple. For
example, it is the momentum at the point P at the instant t, but more precisely, it is the
momentum of the material particle that is found at the point P at the instant t and
possesses a well-defined velocity by which it will be led to a well-defined point P′ at an
instant t′. One must then necessarily complete the representation of the fluid properties
by field magnitudes with some kinematic corrections.
Therefore, it is mathematically useful to consider the variations of a magnitude f(xyzt)
at a given instant in a given reference frame, or its variation in time at a given point,
which are variations that can be expressed by the usual partial derivatives of tensor
analysis in their covariant combinations: gradient, divergence, rotation, d’Alembertian,
etc., but it is obvious that one will arrive at physical realities only by seeking the
variations that the magnitude f that is attached to a certain particle of the fluid will be
subjected to when one follows the particle in its motion. One is therefore led to attribute
a much larger importance to process of total differentiation along a world-line that is
followed by a particle.
With Weyssenhoff [2], one can then define two kinds of derivatives:
On the one hand, for a global relativistic magnitude F that expresses the properties of
a particle or a quadri-dimensional domain that is cut out of the fluid, the total derivative
along the streamline will be:
∂F dx µ
dF
= uµ ∂µ F = µ
.
dτ
∂x dτ
This expression is a generalization of the Lagrangian derivative of non-relativistic
dynamics, namely:
dF
∂F ∂F
= vi i +
.
dτ
∂x ∂t
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Indeed, one has
= ic 4 , such that, upon setting α =
∂t
∂x
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 v2 
1 − 2 
 c 

−1/ 2

, one will have:

dF
dF
=α
= α (vi ∂i F + ic ∂4F) = α vµ ∂µ F = uµ ∂µ F .
dτ
dt

In what follows, we shall denote this derivative by a dot:
dF
= uµ ∂ µ F = Fɺ .
dτ

In that case, we shall always draw attention to the fact that F must necessarily
represent a magnitude that is integrated over an infinitesimal domain, which is a
necessary condition if we are not to equivocate over which point one should follow
during the motion, and thus, which velocity uµ that one must consider. When we are led
to study the global magnitudes that are integrated over a finite volume, it will become
indispensible to specify to which point of the volume in question one must attach this
magnitude and to take the unit-speed velocity at that point to be the coefficient uµ .
Moreover, in that case, the point chosen will not coincide with the same particle of fluid
in the course of its motion, in general.
One the other hand, if one is dealing with a space-time density f then one will
consider four non-collinear infinitesimal vectors δxα, δxβ, δxγ, δxλ at a point P, and
construct an infinitesimal space-time domain δω by means of their antisymmetric
product. If one considers the fact that the extremities of the four vectors are material
points, just like P, that displace with the fluid then the element δω can be followed in the
course of its motion, and the product f δω will represent a well-defined quantity of the
same nature as the magnitude F that was studied above, namely, f δω = δF.
At the end of a time interval dτ, this quantity δF will be subjected to a variation d(δF)
that we shall express in the sequel by:
d(δF) = uµ ∂µ (δF) dτ .
On the other hand, it follows that:
d(δF) = uµ ∂µ f dτ δω + f d(δω) .
The variation d(δω) of the space-time element in the proper time interval dτ will be
determined by the infinitesimal vectors that constitute it. For example, the vector δx1
∂u
whose two extremities are the unit-speed velocities uµ and uµ + µ1 δx1 is subjected to a
∂x
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variation

∂uµ
∂x

1

δx1 dτ, and it easy to see that the antisymmetric product δω will be

subjected to a variation

∂uµ
∂x µ

δω dτ, (with summation over µ). In summation, one has:

uµ ∂µ (δF) dt = uµ ∂µ f δω dτ + f ∂µ uµ δω dτ
or
d
(δF) = (uµ ∂µ f + f ∂µ uµ) δω = ∂µ (uµ f) δω .
dτ

One can therefore define a “density derivative” along a streamline for the density f by
setting:
d ( f δω )
df
=
δω ;
dτ
dτ
i.e.:
df
= ∂ µ (uµ f ).
dτ
We shall likewise denote this derivative with a dot:
df
= ∂µ (uµ f) = fɺ ,
dτ

and we remark that the dot does not have the same significance for a global magnitude of
type F as it does for a density of type f.
Of course, nothing will change in the preceding definition if F or f are vectors Fµ or
fµ , resp., or tensors.
§ 2. Conservation laws. – The fundamental physical significance of these
derivatives along the streamline will appear when one wants to express the physical
permanence – or conservation – of a magnitude that is attached to a fragment of matter,
such as an invariant density f. In order to define the global magnitude that corresponds to
a small material fluid element, we must integrate f over a spatial volume element, not
over a space-time elements, as we just did, because matter is a continuum of the spatial
kind, and only a quantity of matter in motion that is delimited by a certain spatial volume
and the physical properties of that quantity of matter can have any physical significance.
In the formal mathematical representation of matter in a four-dimensional universe, one
must then return to the consideration of three-dimensional domains of the spatial kind
that subjected to relativistic variations under a change of reference frame.
Therefore, we unambiguously define the physical magnitude F that is attached to an
infinitesimal droplet of matter by multiplying the space-time density f with the proper
volume element dV0 and integrating over the proper volume V0 of the droplet.
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f dυ0 .

One then sees that the conservation of the quantity F by the droplet in the course of
its motion can be expressed by the condition:
fɺ = 0.

Indeed, consider the expression for that derivative:
fɺ = ∂µ (f uµ) .

We multiply this by the space-time element dω and integrate an element of the
current tube that is generated by the streamlines that forms a “hyper-boundary” and is
bounded by two “hyper-endcaps” C1 and C2 that are orthogonal to the current, and
therefore constitute two proper space cuts, or – if one prefers – two instantaneous
representations of the droplet at the instants 1 and 2.
One can then apply Gauss’s theorem:

∫

Ω

∂ µ ( f uµ ) d ω =

∫

Σ

f uµ dσ µ ,

where Σ denotes the closed hypersurface that delimits the tube element, and dσµ denotes
the area element of that hypersurface – in other words, the infinitesimal vector that is
normal to the hypersurface.

τ=2
uµ

C2
dσµ

dσµ

τ=1
C1

dσµ

One can decompose the integral into three parts:
1) An integral over the hyper-boundary that is generated by the streamlines, so dσµ
will be orthogonal to uµ – i.e., dσµ uµ = 0 at every point – and its contribution to the
hyper-boundary integral will be zero.
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2) An integral over the hyper-endcap C2, so dσµ will be collinear with uµ at every
point, and in the same sense, and one will have dσµ = uµ dV0, where dV0 is the proper
volume element. Thus, it will make a contribution:

∫

V0 (2)

f uµ uν dV0 = − c2

∫

V0 (2)

f dV0 .

3) An integral over the hyper-endcap C1, so one will get the same result, up to the
fact that dσµ is not oriented in the opposite sense – i.e., dσµ = − uµ dV0 – and one will get
a contribution:
f dV0 .
+ c2 ∫
V0 (1)

The space-time integral over hyper-boundary then reduces to:

∫

Ω

∂ µ ( f uµ ) d ω = c 2 ∫

V0 (1)

f dV0 − c 2 ∫

V0 (2)

f dV0 ;

i.e., the variation of the quantity:
F=

∫

V0

f dV0

when the droplet passes from the instant 1 to the instant 2, namely:

∫

Ω

fɺ dω = c2 (F1 – F2) .

If the two endcaps C1 and C2 correspond to an infinitesimally small time interval then
this equality can be written as:
− c2

(∫

V0

)

dF
fɺ dV0 dτ = − c2
dτ,
dτ

since dω = − c2 dV0 dτ,

so one will finally have:

∫

V0

dF
fɺ dV0 =
.
dτ

If fɺ = 0 then the integral will be zero, and the global quantity F that is attached to the
droplet will be conserved in the course of motion.
This argument, to which we shall frequently refer, is just as valid when f is a vector fµ
or a tensor fµν .
We will never employ this argument without certain precautions. Indeed, it is
convenient to remark that we have attributed a well-defined tensorial variance to the
quantities:
f
and
F = f dω,
which are scalars,
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fµ

and

Fµ = fµ dω,

which are vectors,

fµν

and

Fµν = fµν dω,

which are tensors.

However, as we have remarked, it is difficult to attribute a clear physical significance
to these magnitudes. They represent the usual physical properties of matter, which are
the volume integrals of f, fµ , fµν − namely, F, Fµ , Fµν − and in fact, it is only by way of
these magnitudes that one can attribute a physical meaning to the densities f, fµ , fµν
themselves, which are regarded as the volume densities of the physical magnitudes F, Fµ ,
Fµν from this viewpoint, while we have attributed to the variance of space-time densities,
by definition.
In general, the volume integral of a space-time tensor density will not be a tensor.
Indeed, if we carelessly apply the usual procedure from non-relativistic physics in order
to define a global quantity, such as F, that characterizes a certain fluid mass then we will
place ourselves in a given reference frame, and integrate the density f over a fluid volume
that is considered at a given instant. From the relativistic viewpoint, this will amount to
making a cut of the spatial kind that is special to our reference frame in the space-time
hyper-tube that is swept out by the fluid mass and defined by a constant value at our
particular time. The spatial hyperplane Π that is orthogonal to the time axis Λ will then
define an integration hypersurface Σ – in other words, an instantaneous volume of the
fluid mass over which one can perform the integration. Since the integral that is obtained
will be a sum of infinitesimal (pseudo-) vectors, it seems that one must get a vector.
However, if we change the reference frame then it will result in not only an ordinary
Lorentz transformation of the differential element, but in a change of the spatial
hyperplane Π that is used to make the cut of the spatial kind that we have been led to
make on the hyper-tube, so it will no longer be the same cut as before, since the domain
of integration will change, and the new quantity will not be related to the old one by the
Lorentz relations – i.e., it will not have the variance of a vector. Then again, if one
follows de Broglie’s expression relative to each reference frame then one will have to
consider a different vector [1].
One obvious way to avoid this difficulty consists of defining the cut that one makes
on the hyper-tube in a covariant fashion, once and for all. Since this cut is an intrinsic
hypersurface that is defined independently of the reference frame, the tensors that are
obtained by integrating over it will also be defined independently of the reference frame.
We just recently did this by considering the proper-space that is related to the motion of
the fluid and integrating over the proper volume of the droplet at each instant. This
process seems to be applicable only in the case of an infinitesimal fluid mass because the
same hyperplane Π might not be orthogonal to the current at each point of a finite fluid
mass, and it does not seem possible to generalize this. In the case of a macroscopic
hyper-tube, one can think to consider a non-planar hyper-endcap that will be tangent to
the local proper space at each point, but the integrals that are obtained will not have a
clear physical significance, because to quote an expression of Louis de Broglie, “it is
physically natural, and likewise almost necessary, to define the tensors in each Galilean
system with the aid of an endcap whose points are simultaneous in the same reference
system” [1]. Furthermore, in the case of vortex motions, which is rightfully that is
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spinning fluids, surfaces that are orthogonal to the sheaf of streamlines will not be
determined uniquely, and the integration will be impossible.

§ 3. Covariant volume integrals. Møller’s theorem. – Meanwhile, in the case of
macroscopic fluid masses, there exist certain volume integrals that are tensorially
independent of the spatial hyperplane over which they are integrated. This is a
consequence of an important theorem of Møller [3]. First, consider the most simple case,
which is that of a vector density jµ that expresses a certain property of matter, and assume
that this vector is conservative ∂µ jµ = 0, by virtue of a kinematical or dynamical law.
The integral of the time component j4 over a spatial hyper-endcap Σ will then be
invariant under a Lorentz transformation, which will naturally accompany any
modification of the hyper-endcap, as we have said.

Λ1

Λ2

Σ1

dσµ
Σ′

Ω

Π1

Σ′

M
dσµ

Σ2

Π2

In order to prove this, place the collective origin of the reference frames at a spacetime point M, which we choose, for example, to be outside of the hyper-tube, and
consider spatial hyperplanes Π1 and Π2 that cut the hyper-tube in two hyper-endcaps Σ1
and Σ2 that follow each other in time and define two Lorentz frames Π1Λ1 and Π2Λ2 .
The endcaps Σ1 and Σ2 delimit a certain frustrum of the hyper-tube, and we form a closed
surface by completing the two endcaps with a hyper-boundary Σ′ that is situated outside
of the matter in its entirety, and over which, as a consequence, the vector jµ will be zero.
The set will enclose a space-time domain Ω over which we shall integrate.
Consider the conservation relation ∂µ jµ = 0, multiply the left-hand side by the spacetime element dω, and integrate over the domain Ω:

∫

Ω

∂ µ jµ d ω = 0.

One can apply Gauss’s theorem by decomposing the hypersurface that bounds Ω into
three parts Σ1, Σ2, and Σ′:
∫ jµ dσ µ + ∫ jµ dσ µ + ∫ jµ dσ µ = 0.
Σ1

Σ2

Σ′

The last term (viz., the hyper-boundary term) is zero, since Σ′ is contained entirely in
vacuo. Incidentally, since every element jµ dσµ is a scalar, one can evaluate it in any
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reference frame. We refer the vectors in the first integral to the reference frame Π1Λ1 .
One then sees that dσµ is parallel to the time axis Λ1, and has components:

( 0, 0, 0, dσ ) = ic dV1,
(1)
4

in which, dV1 is the volume element for the hyperplane Π1. One will then have:
(jµ dσµ)(1) = ic j4(1) dV1 .
Similarly, we use the reference Π2Λ2 for the second integral, and we will get a
corresponding result, up to the fact that dσµ will be directed in the opposite sense, so one
will have:
dσ 4(2) = − ic dV2 .
Finally, one will then have:
ic

∫

Σ1

j4(1) dV1 − ic ∫ j4(2) dV1 = 0.
Σ2

In other words, the quantity:

∫

Σ

j4 dV = ic J

will be an invariant, independently of the reference and the hyper-endcap that
corresponds to it. Moreover, this result will not be modified if one chooses the origin M
to be in the tube’s interior.
One can easily show that the global quantity J will likewise be constant in time.
Consider an arbitrary reference frame and its associated time coordinate ict = x4 . One
has:
dJ
dJ
d
d
= ic
=
j4 dV =
j4 dV ,
∫
dt
dx4 dx4 Σ
dx4 ∫∞
because one can integrate over all space if one desires. Thus:
dJ
=
dt

∫

∞

∂ 4 j4 dV .

The conservation relation ∂µ jµ = 0 will permit us to replace ∂4 j4 with − ∂k jk , and one
will then have a volume integral:
dJ
= − ∫ ∂ k jk dV ,
∞
dt
which one can, by virtue of Gauss’s theorem, transform into a surface integral:

∫

S

jk dsk .
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Now, the surface S will go to infinity on the spatial hyperplane Π, which is found
entirely in vacuo, so the integral will be zero. One will then have:
dJ
=0
dt

precisely for any time that is used.
One then has a main theorem: The volume integral:

∫

Σ

j4 dV

of the time component of a conservative vector is a scalar that is constant in time.
It is easy to generalize these properties to the case of a tensor. For example, consider
the conservative second-order tensor tµν , for which one has ∂µ tµν = 0.
We introduce an arbitrary auxiliary vector field kµ that we assume to be uniform, and
we form the vector:
fν = kµ tµν
at each point. It is conservative because:
∂ν fν = kµ ∂ν tµν + tµν ∂ν kµ .
The first term is zero, since ∂ν tµν = 0, and the second is zero, as well, since kµ is uniform,
and one will then have:
ic F = kµ ∫ t µ 4 dV ,
Σ

precisely, or upon setting:

ic Gµ =

∫ tµ
Σ

4

dV ,

we will get:

F = kµ Gµ = scalar.
However, since kµ is an arbitrary vector, but with the condition that it must be
uniform, one will see from the tensoriality condition that the relation that we want to
establish will show that kµ is a vector that relates to a Lorentz transformation.
Furthermore, by virtue of the preceding theorem:
dF
= 0,
dt

and due to the fact that since kµ is uniform it must obviously be constant in time, as well,
from the relativistic viewpoint, one will likewise have:

dGµ
dt

= 0.
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Finally, the proof is exactly the same in the case of a conservative third-order tensor,
such as mµνλ , with ∂λ mµνλ = 0. It will suffice to multiply it by an arbitrary, uniform,
second-order tensor kµν, and one will immediately desire that the integral:
ic Mµν =

∫ mµν
Σ

4

dV

should be a second-order tensor that is constant in time.
One thus has the general theorem: The spatial integral of the fourth component of a
conservative tensor is a tensor whose order is less than one that is constant in time.
In this form, Møller’s proof does not seem irreproachable to us, because one cannot
carelessly apply Gauss’s theorem to the integral of a magnitude that is subject to a
discontinuity on a surface of integration that is inside the domain of integration, as is the
case for the quantities jµ , tµν , and mµνλ , over the hypersurface of the tube that is swept
out by the matter. One can naturally assume that the matter is not separated from the
vacuum by a sharp discontinuity, but by a “transition layer,” where the material
magnitudes vanish gradually. However, in order for conservation equations such as:
∂µ jµ = 0,

∂ν tµν = 0,

∂λ mµνλ = 0

to remain valid in the transition layer (which is essential for the proof), the special
conditions that the quantities jµ , tµν , and mµνλ obey in the transition layer must be
realized, and if the thickness of the transition layer tends to zero then they must translate
into the proper limits on the surface of the drop under these conditions. It then seems
more suggestive to us to effectively consider a discontinuity surface that is characterized
by special physical properties and apply Møller’s argument to the hyper-tube that is
swept out by the matter, while the boundary Σ′ is not only in vacuo, but is also generated
by the same surface of the drop. The application of Gauss’s theorem will become
legitimate under these conditions. By contrast, the boundary integrals:

∫

Σ

jµ d σ µ ,

∫ kµ tµν dσ µ , ∫ kµν mµνλ dσ λ
Σ

Σ

are not automatically zero, and Møller’s theorem can be applied only in the case where
the boundary integrals are found to be zero by reason of the surface conditions that are
determined by the physical phenomena. We have to examine that aspect of the problem
whenever we appeal Møller’s theorem.
Similarly, the proof that quantities such as J or kµ Gµ are constant in time must be
repeated, since the integrals are now taken over domains that vary in time. Therefore,
from a classical formula:
dJ
d
= ic 4 ∫ j4 dV
dt
dx Σ
will give:
ic ∫ ∂ 4 j4 dV + ∫ j4 vk dsk ,
Σ

S
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in which, vk is the velocity of the matter through the surface S of the drop and in the
reference ΠΛ.
The equation ∂µ jµ = 0 will then permit us to write:

∫∂
Σ

j dV = − ∫ ∂ k jk dV ,

4 4

Σ

which will transform into a surface integral − ∫ jk dsk , and one will finally have:
S

dJ
=
dt

∫ (j v
S

4 k

− ic k k ) dsk .

Whether or not this integral is zero must be examined in each case and in light of
physical considerations.

____________

APPENDIX B
__________

§ 1. The relativistic hydrodynamics of classical fluids. It will prove useful for us
to recall the basics of the relativistic equations of hydrodynamics in this chapter. One
knows that the arbitrary fluids of non-relativistic hydrodynamics obey, on the one hand,
the conservation equation:
∂
( ρ m) + ∂i(ρ m vj) = 0,
∂t
and, on the other hand, the three Euler equations:
∂
( ρ m vi ) + ∂j(ρm vi vj + τij) = Fi ,
∂t

in which Fi is the force density or the external force per unit volume. The fluid is the site
of internal stresses that are represented by the tensor τij, which is symmetric in i and j: τij
is the component of the stress force along the xi axis that is exerted on a section of unit
area that is orthogonal to the xi axis. One expresses this tensorially by saying that a stress
force:
Tj dS = τkj dσk = τjk dσk
is exerted over the area element of measure dS that is represented by the infinitesimal dsk.
One likewise knows that the stresses produce a volume force that is equal to:

ϕj dv = − ∂k τjk dv
over a small volume element dv. Hence, the tensor τij will likewise play the role of a
potential for the stress forces per unit volume. We finally remark that we have written
the mass density ρ m in the form of a product of a “matter density” ρ – viz., the density of
a number of identical particles that the fluid is assumed to be comprised of – with the
mass m of these particles.
In order to pass on to relativistic mechanics, we must bring two types of
considerations into view. On the one hand, the classical momentum ρ m vi brings only
the energy that is related to the mass of the particles into play. Now, the internal stresses
give rise to a special potential energy that, from the relativistic viewpoint, possesses
inertia, and must therefore contribute to the momentum. If we consider an element of the
fluid where the velocity is vj then we will know that the force that acts on a surface
element by way of the stresses is Tj dS = τkj dσk .
During a time dt, the surface element is displaced by vj dt, and the force Tj dS has
therefore performed work that is equal to:
Tj vj dS dt = τkj vj dσk dt.
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This expression shows that the unit area that is normal to dσk is traversed in a unit time
by an energy flux that is due to internal stresses and is equal to τkj vj .
This flux corresponds to a relativistic momentum density 1/c2τkj vj that must be added
to the momentum ρ m vk in the relativistic transcription of the two classical equations:

∂
1


( ρ m) + ∂ j  ρ mv j + 2 τ jk vk  = 0,
∂t
c


∂
1
1



 ρ mvi + 2 τ jk vk  + ∂ j  ρ m vi v j + 2 τ ik v j vk  = Fi .
∂t 
c
c



On the other hand, one knows that the equations of classical hydrodynamics, which
are not invariant under Lorentz transformations, are valid with full rigor only in a
particular frame of reference. If we consider a point P of the fluid at an instant t and a
Galilean reference frame Σ0 that is attached to this point (viz., the local proper reference
frame) then the equations above describe the motion of the fluid in the immediate
neighborhood of the point P, and only during an infinitesimal time interval dt. The
equations above are therefore rigorous insofar as they are the projections of
relativistically covariant equations onto the proper axes at P. The velocity vi is zero in
the proper system (while its derivatives with respect to the coordinates and time are not).
It results from this that, in particular, the terms ∂j(ρm vi vj) and ∂j(τik vi vj) will be zero.
Relative to the proper axes, one will therefore have:
(B.1)

∂
1


( ρ m) + ∂ j  ρ mv j + 2 τ jk vk  = 0,
∂t
c



(B.2)

∂
1

 ρ mvi + 2 τ jk vk  + ∂ jτ ij = Fi .
∂t 
c


We now introduce the tensorial quantities that enter into the relativistic equation and
study their projections onto the proper axes, along with those of their derivatives. The
unit-speed velocity uµ has the general expression:
ui = αvi ,

u4 = α ic

[α = (1 – v2/c2)−1/2].

Its projections onto the proper system are 0, 0, 0, ic. The derivatives are:
v ∂ v  v2 
∂kα = 2k  1 − 2 
c  c 

−3/ 2

v ∂ v  v2 
∂4α = 24 1 − 2 
c  c 

,
−3/ 2

.
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One then sets v = 0, which makes:
(α)0 = 1,
(∂j uk)0 = ∂j vk ,

(∂kα)0 = (∂4α)0 = 0,

(∂4 uk)0 =

1 ∂
vk ,
ic ∂t

(∂j u4)0 = (∂4 u4)0 = 0.

Neither the density ρ – i.e., the quantity of matter per unit volume – nor the mass m
are relativistic invariants. In the proper system, they take the values ρ0 and m0, which
characterize the matter at rest. One may then define two invariants that have the values
ρ0 and m0 in any reference frame: m0 is the proper mass and ρ (we shall suppress the
index 0) is the invariant matter density. The conservation of matter translates into the
covariant relation:
∂ µ ( ρ uµ ) = 0;
namely (see Appendix A):

ρɺ = 0.

The number of molecules per unit volume remains constant along the streamline.
One defines a spacetime vector – viz., the relativistic external force density fµ – which
has the components:
f k0 = Fk ,
f 40 = 0
in the proper system. One thus has:
fµ uµ = 0.
Similarly, one defines a symmetric tensor of internal stresses θµν, which has the
components:
θij0 = τij,
θi04 = θ 440 = 0
in the proper system. One therefore has:

θµν uν = θνµ uν = 0.
In the proper system, one has:
[∂λ (θµ j uj)]0 = θ µ0 j (∂ λ u j ) 0 = θ µ0 j ∂ λ v j ,
[∂λ (θµ 4 u4)]0 = ic (∂λ θµ 4)0,
and since:

θµ j uj = −θµ 4 u4 ,

one has:
ic (∂λ θµ 4)0 = − θ µ0 j ∂ λ v j ;
i.e.:
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(∂iθk4)0 =

i
τkj ∂ivj ,
c

(∂iθ44)0 = 0,

(∂4θk4)0 =

∂v j
1
τ
,
2 kj
c
∂t

(∂4θ44)0 = 0.

One can arrive at the relativistic tensor equation by subjecting equations (1) and (2) to
an arbitrary Lorentz equation, and seek to make the components of the tensorial
quantities that we just defined evident in the transformed equation [3]. It is simpler to
consider, as Lichnerowicz did [44], the tensorial equation:
∂ν ( ρ m0uµ uν + θ µν ) = f µ ,

(B.3)

and to show that its projections onto the proper axes are identical to equations (1) and (2).
Since equation (3) is tensorial, one is then assured that when a Lorentz transformation is
performed on equations (1) and (2) this would give equations that are the projections of
the covariant equations onto any arbitrary reference.
The projections of equation (3) onto the space and time axes give:
∂4(ρm0 u4 u4 + θ 44) + ∂j(ρm0 u4 uj + θ 4j) = f4 ,
∂4(ρm0 ui u4 + θ i 4) + ∂j(ρm0 ui uj + θ ij) = fi .
In the proper system:
f 40 = 0,

[∂j(ρm0 ui uj)]0 = 0.

Now apply the formulas that we established for the expression of the derivatives:
∂
i
(ρm0 ic) + ∂j(ρm0 vj ic) + τij ∂jvi = 0,
∂t
c
∂v
∂
1
(ρm0 vi) + 2 τik k + ∂jτij = Fi .
∂t
c
∂t

These are precisely the equations that were given above.
The covariant equation ∂ν (ρm0 uµ uν + θµν) = fµ brings into view the symmetric
tensor:
tµν = ρ m0uµ uν + θ µν ,
which one calls the energy-momentum tensor. The structure of the energy-momentum
tensor determines the fundamental properties of a fluid in a general fashion and permits
us to classify the various types of fluids. The form for the tensor tµν that we will arrive at
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characterizes an entity that we call a classical fluid. In order for that to be the case,
assume that the tensor tµν possesses the following two properties:
1) It is symmetric, which, as we know, expresses the idea that the fluid does not have
any internal kinetic moment.
2) If one contracts it with uν then one obtains:
tµν uν = − ρ m0 c2 uµ ,
since

θµν uν = 0.

In other words, the unit-speed velocity is an eigenvector for the matrix tµν . We know
that this property expresses the idea that the momentum density vector of the fluid is
collinear with the current. In the majority of cases (e.g., the “normal” schemes of
Lichnerowicz), one may determine four directions by means of an arbitrary given tensor
tµν that are the eigen-directions of the matrix tµν , and which are necessarily time-like
[45]. If one chooses the normal vector, when it is conveniently oriented along the fourth
eigen-axis, to be the unit-speed velocity vector then the indicated property will be
realized by definition. However, the fluids that we shall encounter in the hydrodynamical
part of the present book will generally have a unit-speed velocity that is determined by
“kinematical” considerations, independently of the energy-momentum tensor; hence, the
property in question is not found to be realized, in general.
Our work is principally dedicated to the study of non-classical fluids that have a
momentum that is non-collinear with the velocity and an internal angular momentum
density. However, in order to guide us in this domain, it is indispensible to recall the
principal results that are acquired from the study of classical fluids [46]. We will need to
consider the evolution of these fluids only in the absence of external forces. The tensor
tµν will then be conservative:
∂ν tµν = 0.
The various cases that one might encounter are distinguished by the peculiarities of
the relativistic stress tensor θµν . In order to review the principal ones, we proceed from
the particular to the general and let ourselves be guided by non-relativistic
hydrodynamics.
The simplest case is the one in which there are no internal stresses. The tensor θµν is
then identically zero, and the energy-momentum tensor reduces to the kinetic part: ρm0
uµuν . One then says that one is dealing with a pure matter fluid.
§ 2. Perfect fluids. The second case is the relativistic generalization of the perfect
fluid, or inviscid fluid. One knows that in non-relativistic hydrodynamics this case is
characterized by the fact that the stress force at a point P has a magnitude that is
independent of the direction of the cut and a direction that is perpendicular to the cut.
The non-relativistic stress tensor is then:
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τij = p δij ,
p being the pressure, which suffices to characterize the internal forces. If one defines the
relativistic tensor θµν by the fact that one has:

θij0 = τij ,

θi04 = θ 4i0 = θ 440 = 0

in the proper system then one will easily see that θµν has the form:


θµν ≡ p  δ µν +


uµ uν 
 ≡ pηµν .
c2 

The second term makes no contribution to the components of θij0 , θi04 , and θ 4i0 in the
proper system, but it does serve to annul the component θ 440 . The energy-momentum
tensor tµν = µ0 uµ uν + pηµν can also be written:
(B.4)

tµν = µ0uµ uν + pδ µν ,

if one sets:

µ0 = ρM0 = ρm0 +

p
c2

and introduces the variable proper mass – or pseudo-mass:
M0 = ρm0 +

p
,
c2

which differs from m0 by only a relativistic term.
This new decomposition is more suggestive that the preceding one. It adds – in
covariant form, this time – the supplementary mass that relates to the stress energy to the
proper mass of the particle, which erases the absolute disjunction between the kinetic
energy-momentum and the stresses, in conformity with relativistic ideas. This causes a
new tensor to appear now:
πµν = p δµν ,
which we shall call the pressure tensor, and which is no longer in the proper space,
0
because it possesses a non-zero temporal component π 44
= p in the proper system.
Upon taking the divergence of this tensor, one will define a force density, and upon
dividing it by µ0 one will introduce a pressure force that relates to the pseudo-mass scalar
that has the dimensions of a weight field. We call it the internal pressure field:
Kµ = − ∂ν πµν
or
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The fundamental relation ∂ν tµν = 0 gives us:
∂ν (µ0 uµ uν ) = − ∂ µ p = µ0 K µ ,

or
(B.5)

uµ ∂ν ( µ0uν ) + µ0uν ∂ν uµ = µ0 K µ .

Contracting this with uµ gives:
− c2 ∂ν (µ0 uν) = µ0 Kµ uµ
because uµ ∂ν uµ = 0. If one replaces µ0 with ρ m0 + p / c2 then it follows that:
(B.6) (ρ m0 + p / c2) ∂ν uν + uν ∂ν (ρ m0) + uν ∂ν (p / c2) = −

µ0
c

2

Kν uν = −

1
∂ν p + uν .
c2

What then remains is:

p

 ρ m0 + 2  ∂ν uν + uν ∂ν ( ρ m0 ) = 0.
c 

This is the conservation equation for perfect fluids. It may also be written (see Appendix
A):
d
1
∂ν (ρ m0 uν) ≡
(ρ m0) = − 2 p ∂ν uν ,
dτ
c
or, since dρ / dτ = 0:
dm
1
ρ 0 = − 2 p ∂ν uν .
dτ
c
One sees that the special proper mass does not remain constant. The scalar ∂ν uν ,
which may be evaluated in the proper system where it becomes ∂j uj , represents the
divergence of the velocity – i.e., the dilatation of the matter. The work that is done by
this dilatation against the internal pressure produces a specific energy – p ∂ν uν whose
mass – c2p ∂ν uν gets added to the proper mass density.
Upon taking (6) into account, equation (5) will become:
−

µ0
c2

Kν uν uµ + µ0 uν ∂ν uµ = µ0Kµ ,

or, upon setting (see Appendix A):
uν ∂ν uµ =

d
uµ = uɺµ ,
dτ
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uɺµ = ηµν Kν ,

and if one replaces Kν with its value then one will get:
( ρ m0 + p / c 2 )uɺµ = −η µν ∂ν p,

which are equations that, along with the relation:
xɺµ = uµ ,

constitute the differential system of the streamlines for the perfect fluid.
The most interesting case (which is the one that would be true for material fluids) is
the one in which the fluid is constrained by an equation of state that makes the density –
viz., the proper mass density, here – depend uniquely upon the pressure:

ρ m0 = Φ(p).
In this case, one may make the force field appear in the form of the gradient of a
scalar potential. One sets:
∂µ p
Kµ ≡ −
= − c2 ∂µ log F,
2
ρ m0 + p / c
so the scalar potential is log F and the factor c2 appears for reasons of homogeneity.
Since ρ m0 , and as a consequence ρ m0 + p / c2, depend upon the coordinates only by the
intermediary of p, one can integrate the last equation and obtain:

log F =

1
c2

∫

p
p0

dp
.
ρ m0 + p / c 2

log F is therefore a relativistic quantity in c−2, and F is a pure number that is very close to
unity, and can be reasonably approximated by:
F≈1+

1
c2

∫

p
p0

dp
.
ρ m0 + p / c 2

Lichnerowicz has proved [44] – and in the more general case of “holonomic fluids,”
which we shall define shortly – that the function F enjoys the following property: The
fluid streamlines realize the extremum of the integral ∫ F ds, when it is taken between two
fixed extremes. This analogy with the optics of Fermat-Malus leads us to give the name
of index of the fluid to F.
One then introduces the vector:
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Fuµ = Cµ ,
which is collinear with the velocity and differs in magnitude by only a quantity in c−2.
We prefer to call this vector (which Lichnerowicz called the “current”) the weighted
velocity, while reserving the term “current” for the vector jµ = ρ uµ , which does not have
the same dimensions, and which is intrinsically conservative (while Cµ is conservative
only in a special case). The vector Cµ enjoys some important analytical properties: In
particular, its circulation ∫ Cµ dxµ around a closed contour will not vary when one
deforms the contour in such a manner that it remains on a current tube [46], and this will
remain true in the general case of holonomic fluids.
The relativistic rotation of the weighted velocity vector:
Ω[ µν ] = ∂ µ Cν − ∂ν Cµ
is the vorticity tensor. If one specifies Cµ then:
Ωµν = ∂µ (F uν) − ∂ν (F uµ) = F(∂µ uν − ∂ν uµ) + uν ∂µ F – uµ ∂ν F
= F(∂µ uν − ∂ν uµ) −

F
( uν Kµ – uµ Kν ).
c2

The vorticity differs from a tensor that is collinear with (and almost equal to) the
usual vorticity of the unit-speed velocity by a relativistic term that is the exterior product
of the unit-speed velocity with the pressure force field. This being the case, it then results
from the equations of motion that the vorticity tensor is orthogonal to the current, and
consequently that all of its components are in proper space. Indeed:
Ωµν uν = F(uν ∂µ uν − uν ∂ν uµ) −

F
(− c2Kµ – uµ Kν uν).
c2

The first term in the first parenthesis is zero, since uν uν = − c2. From (7), the second
parenthesis is equal to – Kν ηµν , so the second parenthesis will be annulled.
If one places oneself in proper space then one may form a proper space vector that is
defined to be the spatial dual of the vorticity tensor, namely:

θ k0 = 12 ε ijk Ω 0ij .
This vector, which is called the vorticity vector, is expressed in a covariant fashion by
way of:
i
θ µ = εναβµ uν Ωαβ ,
2c
with θµ uµ = 0, as is easy to verify (Chap. III).
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If one specifies Ω αβ then one will see that:

θµ =

i
i
εναβµ F uν ∂α uβ + εναβµ uν uβ ∂α F,
c
c

so
i
c

θ µ = F εναβµ uν ∂α uβ ,
since the second term goes to zero, by antisymmetry.
One sees that the vorticity vector:
i
c

θµ = εναβµ uν ∂α Cβ
is collinear with the analogous vector that is formed from the rotation of the unit-speed
velocity:
i
εναβµ uν ∂α uβ ,
c
but the latter does not correspond to an antisymmetric proper-space tensor that is
analogous to Ωµν . One must guard against confusing the tensor Ωµν and the vector θµ
with the internal angular momentum tensor Sµν and the spin σµ that we encountered all
along in this book. Indeed, the latter quantities refer to a proper rotation that is
characteristic of non-classical fluids and is independent of the vorticial or orbital motion
that is described by Ω µν and θµ . In the first place, Sµν and σµ are kinetic quantities that
involve the mass, while Ωµν and θµ are kinematical quantities that involve only the
velocity (weighted by the internal pressure potential).
A particular case of the perfect fluid serves to fix the role of the weighted velocity
vector Cµ . Non-relativistic hydrodynamics studies the perfect incompressible fluid as a
limiting case that is characterized by the state equation ρ = const.
The fluid density remains invariant for any magnitude of the pressure. On the other
hand, since one has the conservation equation ∂µ (ρuµ) = 0, this case will translate into the
relativistic equation:
∂µ uµ = 0.
However, a rigorously incompressible fluid will transmit deformations with an
infinite velocity, which is contrary to the principles of relativity. In fact, one shows [46]
that the velocity of a wave front in a perfect fluid that admits a state equation is:
v=

1
.
d ( ρ m0 ) / dp
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Since this velocity is necessarily less than c in relativity, one calls a bounded fluid in
which the wave fronts are propagated with the velocity c an incompressible fluid. For the
perfect, incompressible fluid, one will then have:

d ( ρ m0 )
1
= 2,
dp
c
which can be integrated immediately, and will give the equation of state:

ρ m0 −

p
= const.
c2

If we take the conservation equation into account, namely:
p

 ρ m0 − 2  ∂α uα + uα ∂α (ρm0) = 0,
c 


then the equation of state will give:
p

uα ∂α  ρ m0 − 2  = 0,
c 


such that:
 p
uα ∂α (ρm0) = uα ∂α  2 
c 

and
p

 p
 ρ m0 − 2  ∂α uα + uα ∂α  2  = 0,
c 

c 

from which:
∂α uα = − uα

∂α p / c 2
.
ρ m0 + p / c 2

This is the relativistic incompressibility equation, which replaces the equation:
∂α uα = 0,

which is impossible to realize. However, the right-hand side is simply uα Kα / c2, and
when one expresses Kα as a function of the index F, it will follow that:
∂α uα = − uα ∂α log F,

or
namely:

F∂α uα = − uα ∂α F,
∂α (F uα) = 0.
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One sees that the relativistic incompressibility is expressed by:

∂α Cα = 0.
More generally, the divergence of the weighted velocity vector Cα characterizes the
degree of incompressibility of the fluid. One may then give the name of relativistic
compressibility to the scalar ∂α Cα .
The notion of pressure that was introduced for perfect fluids and the decomposition
(4) of the energy-momentum tensor can be generalized to an arbitrary classical fluid. We
start with the decomposition:
tµν = ρm0 uµ uν + θµν ,

θµν uν = θµν uµ = 0,

which characterizes the classical fluid.
If the fluid is perfect then:


θµν = p  δ µν +


uµ uν 
,
c2 

and the scalar that is obtained by contracting this will be:


θµµ = p  4 −


c2 
 = 3p.
c2 

One can always form the same scalar for an arbitrary fluid by setting:
3 p = θ µµ .
The stress tensor can then be decomposed into a term:
u u 

p  δ µν + µ 2 ν  ≡ pηµν
c 


and a term Λµν that disappears under contraction, so:
Λµµ = 0,

θµν = pηµν + Λµν .
Since the first term, like θµν , is situated in proper space and symmetric, the same
thing will be true for Λµν :
Λµν uν = Λµν uµ = 0

and

Λµν = Λνµ .
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In what follows, we shall assume that the pressure that is obtained by contracting the
stress tensor is physically meaningful, and as such, it will enter into an equation of state,
from which it will follow that it determines only the density:

ρ m0 = Φ(p).
Moreover, as in the case of perfect fluids, it is possible to define an index F for the
fluid by means of the expression:
log F =

1
c2

∫

p
p0

dp
.
ρ m0 + p / c 2

One likewise once more defines a weighted velocity:
Cµ = F uµ ,
and one takes the divergence ∂µ Cµ to be a measure of the relativistic compressibility.
§ 3. Viscous fluids. The following level of discussion requires a relativistic
generalization of the classical hydrodynamics of viscous fluids. One knows that the
viscous stress tensor may be written:

τij = π δij + 12 η (∂i vj + ∂j vi),
in which π is a non-relativistic pressure and η is the coefficient of viscosity.
Lichnerowicz has shown [46] that in order to arrive at a relativistically correct
formulation, one must introduce an index and a metric that is associated with this index.
We suppose that the problem has been solved and that we are in possession of a
relativistic viscous stress tensor θµν . One may then determine a relativistic pressure p =
1/3 θµµ (which is not be confused with π), from which we will get an index F and a
weighted velocity Cµ . In addition, we shall define a Riemannian metric that we shall
describe by means of the usual components that have been used up to now, and are
referred to the Galilean reference frame of the Euclidian spacetime of special relativity.
We choose a fundamental tensor:
gµν = F2 δµν ,
so:
gµν = F−2 δµν,
and we will suppose that the tensors that we have studied up to now are represented by
tensors that have the same covariant components in terms of the new metric. Therefore,
in terms of the new metric gµν , the weighted velocity Cα gives us a vector whose
covariant components will be Cα, and the contravariant components will be Cα = gαβ Cβ =
F−2 δαβ Cβ .
It results from this that:
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Cα Cα = Cα Cβ F−2 δαβ = F 2 uα uβ F−2 δαβ = − c2.
Given the metric gµν , the weighted velocity vector will thus play the role of a unitspeed velocity. The ordinary derivatives must be replaced with the covariant derivatives.
The connection will be given by the Christoffel symbols:
 ρ 

=
α β 

1
2

gρλ (∂α gβλ + ∂β gαλ − ∂λ gαβ)

=

1
2

F−2 δρλ (δβλ ∂α F 2 + δαλ ∂β F 2 − δαβ ∂λ F 2)

= F−1 (δ βρ ∂α F + δαρ ∂ β F − δαβ δ ρλ ∂ λ F ) .
If one introduces the internal pressure field:
Kα = − c2 ∂α log F
then it will follow that:

 ρ 
1 ρ
ρ
ρλ

 = − 2 (δ β Kα + δα K β − δαβ δ K λ ) ,
c
α β 

such that for the covariant derivative of a vector Vβ one will get:
∇α Vβ = ∂α Vβ +

1
( Kα Vβ + K βVα − δαβ δ ρλ K λVρ ) .
c2

Having established this, we then consider the non-relativistic proper stress tensor to
be something that corresponds to the relativistic tensor when it is referred to the spatial
axes of the proper system and the associated Riemannian metric; i.e., we replace vj with
C 0j , the ordinary derivatives with the covariant derivatives ∇α , and the symbol δij (which
is the fundamental tensor of the Euclidian metric) with the tensor g ij0 . One will then
have:
τij = θij0 = π F 2δij + 12 η(∇i Cj + ∇j Ci)0,
which is why we also append the conditions θi04 = θ 4i0 = θ 440 = 0.
We now pass on to the covariant formulation. One sees immediately that the first
term is:
C C 

π  gην + µ 2 ν  = π F2 ηµν .
c 

Lichnerowicz gives the expression η γµν to the second term, with:
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Cλ
(∇λ Cµ ⋅ Cν + ∇λ Cν ⋅ Cµ) .
c2

Indeed, upon projecting onto the proper system, one will have:
2γ i04 = (∇iC4)0 + (∇4Ci)0 +

(C 4C4 )0
(∇4Ci)0.
2
c

Now, in the proper system, the relations Cµ Cµ = − c2 and Cµ ∇λ Cµ = 0 give (C4 C4)0 =
−c2, so 2γ i04 = (∇i C4)0, and (C4 ∇λ C4)0 = 0, namely, (∇λ C4)0 = 0, so 2γ i04 = 0.
0
One likewise sees that γ 44
= 0.
We may revert to the usual Euclidian formalism completely by simply preserving the
symbol ∇α , which represents, by definition, the operation:

∇αVβ = ∂αVβ +

1
( Kα Vβ + K β Vα − δαβ K λVλ ).
c2

This being the case, the tensor:
2γ µν = ∇ µ Cν + ∇ν Cµ +

uλ
(uµ ∇λ Cν + uν ∇λ Cµ )
c2

will be in proper space – i.e., γµν uν = 0 – and one will have:


θ µν = π F 2  δ µν +


uµ uν 
 + ηγ µν .
c2 

If one contracts γµν then one will obtain:

γµµ = ∇µ Cµ = ∂µ Cµ −

2
Kµ Cµ ≡ κ.
c2

The scalar that we denote by κ differs from the relativistic compressibility ∂µ Cµ by only
the relativistic term 2/c2 Kµ Cµ = 2uµ ∂µ F.
This being the case, we can ultimately express the relativistic pressure p as 3p = θµµ =
3πF2 + ηκ. Hence:

π F 2 = p − 13 ηκ ,
and the energy-momentum tensor will be written:
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p − ηκ / 3 

tµν =  ρ m0 +
 uµ uν + δ µν ( p − ηκ / 3) + ηγ µν ,
c2


which is an expression that generalizes formula (4) for perfect fluids by introducing the
pseudo-mass density:
p − ηκ / 3
µ0 = ρ m0 +
c2
and the generalized pressure:
π F 2 = p – ηκ / 3.
In order to establish the equations of motion, one must first express the divergence of
γµν . One can first transform this tensor in such a fashion as to make the vorticity tensor
Ωµν = ∂µ Cν − ∂ν Cµ appear, which, as one knows, is identified with the tensor ∇µ Cν −
∇ν Cµ for a Riemannian metric.
On the other hand, if one takes into account the relation Cλ ∇µ Cλ = 0 then one will
easily get:
1
2γµν = 2∇µ Cν + Ωµν + 2 2 Cλ [Ωλµ uν + Ωλν uµ] .
c F
One can then set:
u
2Θµν = Ωµν + λ2 [Ωλµ uν + Ωλν uµ] .
c
We stipulate that the tensor Ωµν is no longer orthogonal to the current, as we shall
verify shortly. The tensor Θµν , which is derived from the vorticity, reduces to it only in
the case of the perfect fluid, for which Ω µλ uλ = 0.
Upon specifying the symbol ∇µ , one will ultimately get:

γµν = ∂µ Cν +

1
(Kµ Cν + Kν Cµ − δµν Kλ Cλ) + Θµν .
c2

If we differentiate this then that will give:
∂νγµν = ∂ν Θµν + ∂ν ∂µ Cν +

1
[Kµ ∂ν Cν + Cµ ∂ν Kν + Cν ∂ν Kµ + Kµ ∂ν Cν − ∂µ (Kλ Cλ)].
c2

By using the vorticity again, we transform the bracket into the form Ω µν = ∂µ Cν
− ∂ν Cµ , and remark that ∂ν Kµ = ∂µ Kν , since Kµ is gradient.
One has:
1
[Kν Ωµν + Kν ∂µ Cν + Cν ∂µ Kν + Cµ ∂ν Kν + Kµ ∂ν Cν − ∂µ (Kλ Cλ)].
c2
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The second and third terms give ∂µ (Kν Cν), which is annulled, along with the latter
ones. One will then have:
∂νγµν = ∂ν Θµν + ∂ν ∂µ Cν +

1
[Kν Ωµν + Cµ ∂ν Kν + Kµ ∂ν Cν],
c2

which will give, upon replacing Kν with – c2 ∂ν log F:
∂νγµν = ∂ν Θµν − Ωµν ∂ν log F + ∂ν ∂µ Cν − Cµ

□ log F + ∂ν Cν ∂µ log  ∂ λ Cλ  .
 F 

It is then easy to write down the equations of motion in the absence of external forces
∂ν tµν = 0, namely:
(B-8)
uµ ∂ν (µ0 uν) + µ0 uν ∂ν uµ + ∂µ (F2π) + η∂ν γµν = 0.
Upon contracting this with uµ , one will get the conservation equation:

µɺ 0 =

1
u [∂λ (F2π) + η∂ν γλν],
2 λ
c

which will give, when substituted in equation (8):

uµ
c2

uλ [∂λ (F2π) + η∂ν γλν] + µ0uɺµ + ∂µ (F2π) + η∂ν γµν = 0;

i.e.:


µ0uɺµ = −  δ µλ +


uµ uλ 
2
 [∂λ (F π) + η∂ν γλν].
c2 

Namely, we will get this by specifying µ0, F2π, and ∂ν γλν , and upon remarking that in
the term in the latter expression that is collinear with the current, Cµ □ log F will
disappear when one multiplies it by the projection δµν + uµ uν / c2 .
The conservation equation is:

µɺ 0 =

1 
ηκ  
d  ∂α Cα

2
u ∂ p−
 + η uλ ∂ν Θλν − uλ Ω λν ∂ν log F + c F □log F + F

2  λ λ 
c 
3 
dτ  F



 
 
 

and the equations of the streamlines are:
 
p − ηκ / 3 
ηκ

 ρ m0 +
 uɺµ = −η µλ ∂ λ  p −
2
c
3


 



 ∂α Cα
 +η F∂λ 

 F




 + Ωαλ ∂ λ log F + ∂α Θαλ   .
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We shall use this equation in order to study the vorticity tensor. As in the case of the
perfect fluid, one will find that the projection of Ωµν onto the current is:
Ωµν uν = F(uν ∂µ uν − uν ∂ν uµ) −
i.e.:

F
(− c2 Kµ – uµ Kν uν) ;
2
c

Ωµν uν = − F( uɺµ − ηµν Kν uµ),

p

or, upon multiplying this by µ0 and replacing Kν as a function of ∂ν p = −  ρ m0 + 2  Kν ,
c 

one will get


µ0
µ0 Ωµν uν = − F  µ0uɺµ +
η ∂ p ,
2 µν ν 
ρ m0 + p / c


so upon deducing µ0 uɺµ from the equation of motion this will become:


µ0 Ωµν uν = Fηµν  ∂ν ( F 2π ) + η∂ λ γνλ −


µ0


∂ν p  ,
ρ m0 + p / c

2

or, upon specifying µ0 and F2π:
 1
 3

µ0 Ωµν uν = η Fηµν  − ∂ν κ + ∂ λ γνλ +

κ


∂ν p
.
2 
3c ρ m0 + p / c 
2

Upon re-introducing Kν into the last term, the parentheses will give:
K
1
− ∂ν κ − ν2 + ∂ λ γνλ ,
3
3c

1
κ 
which one easily transforms into − F ∂ν   + ∂ λ γνλ :
3
F


 κ 
 .
 F 

µ0Ω µν uν = η Fη µν  ∂ λ γ νλ − 13 F ∂ν 


Therefore, the tensor Ωµν is no longer orthogonal to the current. One can further
express this, as we shall do in the case of internal angular momentum, by means of the
vector θµ = i / c εµναβ uν Ω αβ , but we must, in addition (see Chap. III), introduce a second
vector λµ = 1/c Ω µν uν that is orthogonal to the current, by reason of antisymmetry, and
whose expression is:
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 κ 
 ,
 F 



η Fη µν ∂ λ γνλ − 13 F ∂ν 


and we will have:
Ωµν =

1
[i εµναβ uα θβ + (uµ λν − uν λµ)] .
c

The equations simplify in the case of irrotational motions, since the tensors Ωµν and
Θµν vanish, so the conservation equation will become:

µɺ 0 =

1 
d  ∂α Cα   

u ∂ ( F 2π ) + η F c 2 □log F +

 ,
2 λ  λ
c
dτ  F   



while the equation of the streamlines will become:
 ∂α Cα
 F



µ0uɺµ = − η µλ  ∂ λ ( F 2π ) + η F ∂ λ 



 .


As far as that is concerned, we remark that the irrotationality condition can be written:
∇µ Cν − ∇ν Cµ = 0,
and one can then, upon considering this as being referred to the associated metric gµν ,
contract it with Cµ :
Cµ ∇µ Cν − Cµ ∇ν Cµ = 0.
The second term is zero, since Cµ Cµ = − c2, and what will remain is the condition Cµ ∇µ
Cν = 0, where, since Cµ has unit velocity for the metric gµν , one recognizes that this is the
equation for a geodesic. Therefore, the streamlines of an irrotational motion are
geodesics of the associated Riemannian metric, which serves to show the importance of
the introduction of that metric.
If the viscous fluid is incompressible then it is the term F ∂λ (∂α Cα / F) that
disappears in the equations, and if the fluid is incompressible and restricted to an
irrotational motion then it is everything in the parentheses that is a factor of η that
vanishes, with the exception of the term in □ log F in the conservation equation:

µɺ 0 =

1
u ∂ (F2π) + η F
2 λ λ
c

□ log F,

µ0 uɺµ = − ηµλ ∂λ (F2π).
The second equation is analogous to that of a perfect fluid. Nevertheless, the
viscosity again enters into the expression for F2π = p – η κ / 3, and µ0 = ρ m0 +
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p − ηκ / 3
, and κ reduces to – 2 / c2 Kµ Cµ = 2Fɺ , since the compressibility term is zero.
2
c
The complementary term is in 1 / c2 in the pressure and in 1 / c4 in the pseudo-mass.
One may thus say that an incompressible, viscous fluid admits an irrotational motion
that will have the same streamlines as a perfect fluid that is subject to a pressure:

F2 π = p –

2 ɺ
ηF .
3

Meanwhile, one may remark that the index F was defined by starting with the
pressure p, not with the pressure F2π. Although the differences are very small, the result,
when taken in full rigor, is therefore less simple than the one that was given by
Lichnerowicz – a possibility that he himself provided for in a footnote, moreover. This
comes down to the particular choice that we made of a pressure that was equal to the
contracted stress tensor.

§ 4. Holonomic fluids. One may generalize the hydrodynamics of perfect fluids in
another manner. One may, in general, and in an infinitude of ways, decompose the
energy-momentum tensor of an arbitrary fluid into a kinetic term that involves the
pseudo-mass density and an internal pressure tensor that is not necessarily contained in
proper space:
tµν = µ0 uµ uν + πµν .

For each of these decompositions, one can, upon taking the divergence of the pressure
tensor and referring to it as a pseudo-mass, define an internal force field:
Kµ = −

1

µ0

∂ν πµν .

Suppose that one wishes to find a particular decomposition such that Kµ is the
gradient of a scalar function. One then says that one is dealing with a holonomic fluid.
One may introduce an index F by setting:

Kµ = − c2 ∂µ log F.
Here, the pressure p, which is always possible to define, no longer plays the same simple
role as it did in the preceding two cases. It no longer suffices to determine Kµ and F,
which depend upon the set of internal actions.
One can, as we did in the other two cases, write down the equation:
∂ν tµν = uµ ∂ν (µ0 uν) + µ0 uµ ∂ν uν + ∂ν πµν = 0,

namely:

µɺ 0uµ + µ0uɺµ = µ0 Kµ = − µ0 c2 ∂µ log F.
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One thus deduces a conservation equation:

µɺ 0 = µ0uµ ∂ µ log F
and an equation for the streamlines:
uɺµ = −c 2η µν ∂ν log F .

The conservation equation can be written:
∂ν uν + uν ∂ν log µ0 = uν ∂ν log F.
If one introduces the weighted velocity Cµ = F uµ then the compressibility ∂µ Cµ can
be written:
∂µ Cµ = F ∂µ uµ + uµ ∂µ F
∂ F
= F(uν ∂ν log F − uν ∂ν log µ0) + F uµ µ
F
i.e.:
 F2 
∂ µ Cµ = Fuν ∂ν log 
.
µ
 0

If the fluid is incompressible then the ratio F2 / µ0 will remain constant along a
streamline.
We shall give the proof of the fundamental property of the index F in this case:
Consider the function 1 / ic F uµ uµ , which is identical to F, and its circulation along
an arbitrary world-line C that joins two points M0 and M1:
I=

1 M1
F uµ uµ ds .
ic ∫M 0

Give an infinitely small variation δxµ to each point xµ of the line C, while now fixing
the points M0 and M1 . One will then have:

δI =

=

(

)

1 M1
δ F uµ uµ ds
ic ∫M 0

Fuµ
1 M1 


∂
F
u
u
δ
x
+
δ
u
µ
µ µ
µ
µ ds .

ic ∫M 0 
u
u
µ µ
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One can replace

uµ uµ with ic and integrate the second term by parts, where δuµ =

δ(dxµ / dτ) (the completely integrable part is zero at the limits):
δI =

1 d


( Fu µ )  δ xµ ds .
∂µ F + 2

M0
c dτ



∫

M1

The condition for the integral I =
∂µ F +

∫

M1

M0

F ds to be stationary is then:

1
1
1
u u ∂ F + 2 Fuɺµ ≡ ηµν ∂ν F + 2 Fuɺµ = 0,
2 µ ν ν
c
c
c

namely:

c2ηµν ∂ν log F + uɺµ = 0,

which will be the equation for the streamlines.
Finally, we construct the vorticity tensor:
Ωµν = ∂µ (Fuν) − ∂ν (Fuµ) = F(∂µ uν − ∂µ uν) –

F
(Kµ uν − Kµ uν).
c2

Contracting this with uν will give:
F
(− c2 Kµ − Kν uν uµ)
2
c
= − F[ uɺµ − Kν ηµν].

Ωµν uν = − Fuɺµ −

Upon replacing Kν with – c2 ∂ν log F, one sees that the bracket is annulled by virtue of
the equations of motion. Therefore, a characteristic property of holonomic fluids is that
the vorticity tensor is orthogonal to the current. As in the case of perfect fluids, it may be
replaced with a vorticity vector:

θµ =

i
2iF
εµναβ Ω αβ =
εµναβ uν ∂α uβ .
c
c

___________

APPENDIX C
_______
§ 1. Tensorial quantities that are deduced from the general theory of fields.
Here, we shall recall the principles of the classical theory of fields [19]. Let a wave
function be defined at each spacetime point with n components ψ r (r = 1, 2, 3, …, n),
along with its derivatives ψ , rµ ≡ ∂µψ r. One gives it a Lagrangian that depends explicitly
upon only the ψ r and ψ , rµ , namely, L(ψ r, ψ , rµ ).
This Lagrangian is an abstract mathematical “expression.” By contrast, its integral
over an arbitrary domain:
I = ∫ L dω
Ω

will be a “quantity;” i.e., it will possess the invariance properties that permit one to
establish all of the formalism.
First of all, the integral I is subject to a condition of stationary variation. Suppose
that the components of the wave function undergo arbitrary infinitesimal variations δψ r
at each point, which are continuous functions of the coordinates that go to zero on the
boundary of the domain of integration. One then postulates that the integral I is
stationary, so δI = 0 for such variations:

δI =

∫

Ω

δ L dω =

∫

Ω

∂L
∂L
δψ r dω + ∫
δψ , µr d ω .
r
r
Ω
∂ψ
∂ψ , µ

Since δψ , rµ = δ(∂µ ψ r) = ∂µ (δψ r), one can integrate the second integral by parts, and
since the δψ r go to zero on the boundary of the domain of integration, that part will
integrate to zero:
 ∂L 
∂L
r
r
δψ
d
ω
=
−
∂
∫Ω ∂ψ ,rµ ,µ
∫Ω µ  ∂ψ ,µr  δψ dω ,


so
 ∂L
 ∂L  
δI = ∫  r − ∂ µ 
 δψ r dω .
r 

Ω ∂ψ
 ∂ψ , µ  

In order for this variation to be zero for an arbitrary δψ r, one must have:

 ∂L
∂L
= ∂µ 
r
 ∂ψ r
∂ψ
 ,µ


 ,
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which will give the general form for the wave equation that is associated with a given
Lagrangian (more precisely, it is a system of n equations). We remark that since the ψ r
are complex, in general, one may consider their complex conjugates ψ *r to be
independent variables, which will give a second system of n equations:

 ∂L
∂L
=
∂

µ
∗r
∂ψ ∗r
 ∂ψ , µ


 .


In the second place, one knows that the classical formalism expresses all of the
observable quantities that relate to the particle by means of linear quantities that are
constructed from the wave function, namely, ψ † Λψ, where Λ is a square matrix of rank
n, ψ represents the set of all ψ r, which are put into the form of a column matrix, and ψ †
represents the set of all ψ *r, which are put into the form of a row matrix that is the
adjoint of the former matrix. It will then result that the multiplication of all the
components of the wave function by the same factor eiγ (γ = arbitrary real number) –
which one calls a gauge transformation of the first kind – does not modify any of the
observable quantities that relate to the particle. It is natural to insist that such a
transformation should likewise leave the integral I = ∫ L dω invariant, or what amounts
Ω

to the same thing, the Lagrangian L itself.
infinitesimal gauge transformation δγ :

In particular, consider the case of an

δψ r = ψ r (eiδγ − 1) = iψ r δγ,
δψ *r = ψ *r (e−iδγ − 1) = − iψ *r δγ.
It will then follow that:

δL =

∂L
∂L
∂L
∂L
iψ rδγ −
iψ ∗rδγ +
iψ ,rµδγ −
iψ ,∗µr δγ
r
r
∗r
∗r
∂ψ
∂ψ
∂ψ , µ
∂ψ , µ

 ∂L r
∂L
∂L r
∂L ∗ r 
∗r
= iδγ 
ψ
−
ψ
+
ψ
−
ψ ,µ  ,
,
µ
 ∂ψ r

∂ψ ∗r
∂ψ ,rµ
∂ψ ,∗µr


or upon employing the wave equations:


 ∂L
r
 ∂ψ , µ

δL = iδγ ψ r ∂ µ 



 ∂L
∗r
 −ψ ∂ µ 
∗r

 ∂ψ , µ


 ∂L
∂L
r
∗r
∂
ψ
−
∂
ψ
,
 +
µ
µ
r
∗r
∂
∂
ψ
ψ

,
,
µ
µ


namely:




δL = iδγ ∂ µ ψ r

∂L
∂L
−ψ ∗r
r
∂ψ , µ
∂ψ ,∗µr


 .
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Therefore, the variation of the integral I is:

δI = iδγ

= δγ


∂L
∂L
∂ µ ψ r
−ψ ∗r
r
Ω

∂ψ , µ
∂ψ ,∗µr


∫

 r ∂L
∗r ∂L
i
∫Σ ψ ∂ψ ,rµ −ψ ∂ψ ,∗µr



 d ω .



 dσ µ ,


where Σ represents the hypersurface that bounds the domain of integration and dσµ is the
infinitesimal element of that hypersurface. One sees that the latter integral has the form
of a flux for the quantity:


∂L
∂L
jµ = −i ψ r
−ψ ∗r
r

∂ψ , µ
∂ψ ,∗µr



 .


The variation δI represents the difference between the values of the integral I for two
different values of γ. As for the latter, it must be a tensor invariant. Therefore, one must
have that the quantity jµ that represents the flux is a vector; one calls this vector the
current. The flux must be zero for any δγ, so for any domain Ω, the current vector must
be conservative:
∂ µ jµ = 0.
This fundamental tensorial relation expresses the invariance of the integral I under a
gauge transformation.
We must now express the invariance of the integral I with respect to an arbitrary
coordinate transformation. In particular, consider an infinitesimal transformation that
transforms xµ into x′µ = xµ + δxµ and each wave function ψ r(x) into ψ′ r(x) = ψ r(x) + δψ r.
In order to establish the variations that result from this, we use a method that was
proposed by E. Noether [20]. One has:

δI = ∫ L[ψ ′r ( x′),ψ ,′µr ( x′)] d ω ′ − ∫ L[ψ r ( x ),ψ , µr ( x)] dω ,
in which the integrals are taken over corresponding domains in the two systems. One
sees that the transformation δxµ influences the integral in three ways: by the variation of
the xµ that represent a given point, and which depend upon the wave functions, by the
variation of these functions themselves, which become other functions of xµ (except for
the case of a scalar wave function), and finally, by the variation of the infinitesimal
domain d ω.
In order for one to group the two differential elements together into the form of a
difference under the same integral sign and then integrate them, one must first express
them in terms of the same variables – namely, xµ . We transform the first integral in this
way:
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 ∂x′ 
L[ψ ′ r ( x′),ψ ,′µr ( x′)] d ω ′ = {L[ψ ′ r ( x ),ψ ,′µr ( x)] + ∂ν L[ψ ′ r ( x),ψ ,′µr ( x )]δ xν } J 
 dω ,
 ∂x 
in which J(∂x′ / ∂x) is the Jacobian of the transformation (which reduces to 1 + ∂v δxv for
an infinitesimal transformation), and all of the functions are now expressed in terms of xµ.
It then follows, upon neglecting the second-order terms, that:
L[ψ ′ r ( x′),ψ ,′µr ( x′)] d ω ′

=  L(ψ ′ r ( x),ψ ,′µr ( x )) + ∂ν L(ψ ′ r ( x),ψ ,′µr ( x)) δ xν + L(ψ ′ r ,ψ ,′µr ) ∂ν δ xν  d ω

= {L(ψ ′ r ,ψ ,′µr ) + ∂ν [L (ψ ′ r ,ψ ,′µr ) δ xν ]} d ω ,
or, up to second order:
= {L(ψ ′ r ,ψ ,′µr ) + ∂ν [L (ψ r ,ψ , µr ) δ xν ]} dω .
One may then write, while expressing everything in terms of xµ :

δI =

∫ {L(ψ ′

r

,ψ ,′µr ) − L(ψ r ,ψ , µr ) + ∂ν [L (ψ r ,ψ , µr ) δ xν ]} d ω .

The first two terms express the difference between the transformed Lagrangian and
the untransformed one for the same values of xµ – i.e., at two different points of spacetime
that have the same coordinates in the two systems, respectively (viz., the “substantial”
variation); we denote this by δ . This is expressed by means of:

δL =

∂L
∂L
δψ r +
δψ , µr ,
r
r
∂ψ
∂ψ , µ

or, upon integrating the second term by parts:
 ∂L
 ∂L

∂L 
r
r
−
∂
δψ
+
∂
δψ
.



µ
µ 
r
r

∂ψ , µr 
 ∂ψ
 ∂ψ , µ


δL = 

The bracket is zero, by reason of the field equations. What will then remain is:
 ∂L

δψ r  .
r
 ∂ψ , µ




δ L = ∂µ 
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It remains for us to express the substantial variation δψ r of the wave function itself.
By its definition, it is clear that it is composed of two parts: One part is the variation that
is produced by the changing of the axes for the function ψ r at a given point of spacetime
(so, as a consequence, the coordinates will change). This is the “local” variation, which
is determined by the variance of the wave function. The other part is the variation that is
due to considering two different points of spacetime that have the same coordinates in
two respective coordinate systems. This variation will involve the gradient of the
function ψ r and a displacement that is – δxµ , since δxµ represents the variation that
coordinates of the same spacetime point undergo. Ultimately, one will thus have:

δψ r = δψ r − ∂νψ r,
which will give:

 ∂L

(δψ r −ψ ,νr δ xν )  .
r
 ∂ψ , µ


δ L = ∂µ 
One thus obtains:


δI ≡ ∫ ∂ µ  δ µν L −



∂L r 
∂L
ψ ,ν  δ xν +
δψ r  dω = 0,
r
r
∂ψ , µ
∂ψ , µ



and since the domain of integration is arbitrary, that will demand that one have the
Noether formula:


∂L r 
∂L
r
∂ µ  δ µν L −
ψ
δ
x
+
δψ
 = 0.

,
ν
ν


∂ψ , µr
∂ψ , rµ




Of course, one must give a definite form to δxν that depends upon the type of
transformation that is envisioned, and the δψ r are expressed as functions of the δxν
according to expressions that depend upon the variance of the wave function.
First, let us apply the Noether formula to the case of a simple infinitesimal
transformation of the axes. The δψ r are zero, since the axes of projection remain
invariant. The δxµ are the same at every point. One will then have:
 ∂L r

ψ ,ν − δ µν L  = 0,
r
 ∂ψ ,

µ



δ xµ ∂ µ 

which will demand that the divergence must be zero, since the δxµ are arbitrary:
 ∂L r

∂µ 
ψ
−
δ
L
= 0.

µν
 ∂ψ , r ,ν

µ
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Finally, since the arbitrary δxµ are the components of a vector, the criterion for
tensoriality will teach us that the quantity above is likewise a vector, and ultimately that
the expression:
∂L r
ψ ,ν − δ µν L
tµν =
∂ψ , µr
is a tensor, which one calls the canonical energy-momentum tensor.
Of course, this relation involves not only the functions ψ r, but also their complex
conjugates ψ *r, so the complete expression can be written:

tµν =

∂L r
∂L ∗r
ψ ,ν +
ψ ,ν − δ µν L ,
r
∂ψ , µ
∂ψ ,∗µr

which also obviously indicates that:

 ∂L r 
ψ −δ L .
tµν = 12 Re 
 ∂ψ , µr ,ν  µν


We shall consider the ψ *r to be subordinate as independent variables.
The tensorial conservation relation:
(C.1)

∂ν tµν = 0

then expresses the invariance of the integral I under an infinitesimal translation of the
axes.
One will obtain a final tensorial equation for the field by applying Noether’s formula
to the case of an infinitesimal rotation – or, more precisely, a Lorentz transformation –
that one can define by means of an antisymmetric tensor ω[µν] . One has δxµ = ω[µν] xν ,
and the variation of the wave function is expressed by means of:

δψ r = ω[µν] Z[rsµν ] ψ r.
Z[rsµν ] is an operator that is antisymmetric in µ and ν whose form depends upon the

nature of the wave function. Thus, for a vector field, one has:
rs
Z[rsµν ] = 12 δ µν
= 12 (δrµ δsν – δrν δsµ).

Likewise, if the wave function is a 4-spinor that one can write in the form of a column
matrix ψ then one has:
δψ = ω[µν] Zµν(op.)ψ
with
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1
8
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(γµ γν – γν γµ),

in which the γµ are the four Von Neumann matrices [19].
Noether’s formula then gives:

 ∂L

∂ν 
Z[rsµλ ]ψ s − tµν ωµλ xλ  = 0.
ω
µλ
r
 ∂ψ

 ,ν

Just as we (implicitly) compared the infinitesimal transformation δxµ that results from
a translation of the axes to a point-like transformation in a fixed system of axes – from
which, its tensorial character is derived – similarly, we can also compare the coordinate
transformation ω[µν] to an infinitesimal rotation that is considered in a fixed system of
axes, which is a rotation that, as one knows, has the variance of a second-order,
antisymmetric tensor. Furthermore, since this tensor is independent of the coordinates, it
may be taken out of the divergence like an arbitrary tensor, which gives:

 ∂L rs s

Z
ψ
−
t
x
= 0.

[
µλ
]
µν
λ
r

 ∂ψ ,ν


ω µλ ∂ν 

An argument that is identical to the one in the preceding paragraph shows us that:

f[ µν ]λ =

∂L rs s
Z[ µλ ]ψ ,
∂ψ ,νr

which is antisymmetric in µ and ν, is a tensor [21, 22]; we give it the name of Belinfante
tensor. Upon taking into account the arbitrary and antisymmetric character of ωµλ , one
will then have:
1
2 ∂ν(xµ tλν − xλ tµν) + ∂ν f µλν = 0.
If one performs the first derivation, while taking into account the relation ∂ν tµν = 0,
then one will get:
1
(C.2)
(t − tκµ ) = ∂ν f[ µλ ]ν .
2 µλ
This equations is the usual form in which one expresses the invariance of the integral
I under infinitesimal Lorentz transformations.

§ 2. Gauge transformations. Sometimes, one also preserves the condition that the
divergence be zero:
∂ν [ 12 (xµ tλν − xλ tµν) + fµλν] = 0,
or furthermore:
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∂ν [(xµ tλν − xλ tµν) + (fµλν − fλµν)] = 0.
The first set of parentheses represents the moment (with respect to the origin) of the
canonical tensor. One can, by a simple transformation, likewise put the second set of
parentheses into the form of a moment [23]. One can write:
∂ν fµλν = ∂ν fσλν δσµ = ∂ν fσλν ∂σ xµ ,
or, upon integrating by parts:
∂ν fµλν = ∂σ (xµ ∂ν fσλν) − xµ ∂σ ∂ν fσλν ,
One may further integrate the second term by parts and get:
∂ν fµλν = ∂σ (xµ ∂ν fσλν) − ∂ν (xµ ∂σ fσλν) + δνµ ∂σ fσλν = ∂ν [xµ ∂σ (fλνσ − fσλν)] + ∂ν fνλν ,
One can apply the same process to the last term and get:
∂ν fµλν = ∂ν fµσν ∂σ xλ = ∂σ (xλ ∂ν fνσµ) − xλ ∂σ ∂ν fνσµ .
The second term will be annulled, since fνσµ is antisymmetric in ν and σ. What will then
remain is:
∂ν fµλν = ∂ν [xλ ∂σ (fνµσ − fσµν) − ∂ν (xµ ∂σ fσνλ).
Upon subtracting these two inequalities, one will get:
∂ν (fλµν − fµλν) = ∂ν [xλ ∂σ (fνµσ − fσµν + fνσµ) − xµ ∂σ ( fνλσ − fσλν + fνσλ)].
One therefore gives rise to a tensor:
K µ (νσ ) = −( f µνσ − f µσν + fνσµ ),
and it is easy to see that it is antisymmetric in µ and ν, due to the antisymmetry of f.
If one sets:
τ µν = ∂σ K µνσ
then our equation will become:
∂ν [(xλ tµν − xµ tλν) + (xλτµν − xµτλν)] = 0,
′ = tµν + τµν , one will get:
or furthermore, upon setting tµν

(C.3)

′ − xµ tλν
′ ) = 0.
∂ν ( xλ tµν
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′ , which one calls the total energy-momentum
Therefore, the moment of the tensor tµν

tensor, is conservative. As for the tensor τµν, which one calls the complementary energymomentum tensor, it will then result from the antisymmetric character of Kµνσ that ∂ντµν =
∂ν ∂σ Kµ[νσ] = 0.
′ is likewise conservative. Finally,
Like tµν , τµν is also conservative; therefore, tµν
′ is conservative and has a conservative moment, it will result immediately that it
since tµν

is symmetric, which is why one sometimes calls it the symmetric energy-momentum
tensor. Moreover, this amounts to writing the fundamental equation (3) in the form:
1
2

(tµν − tνµ) + 12 (τµν − τνµ) = 0,

and, in fact, one easily sees that:

∂σ fµνσ = 12 (τµν − τνµ).

Takabayasi has shown [24] that the symmetrization process above, which is due to
Belinfante and Rosenfeld, is, in fact, only a particular consequence of a general property
of gauge invariance that pertains to the two fundamental equations (1) and (2). Indeed,
let ϕ[µν]ρ be an arbitrary tensor with three indices that is antisymmetric in µ and ν. One
deduces another third-rank tensor from it, namely:
Φµ[νρ] = ϕµνρ − ϕµρν + ϕνρµ ,
which is antisymmetric in ν and ρ, as one immediately sees.
transformation:
′ = tµν − ∂ρ Φµνρ ,
tµν

Now, perform the

′ = fµνρ − ϕµνρ .
f µνρ

One has:

′ = ∂ν tµν − ∂ν ∂ρ Φµ[νρ] .
∂ν t µν

The second term is zero, by antisymmetry. The relation ∂ν tµν = 0 is therefore
′ = 0.
likewise verified for the transformed tensor: ∂ν t µν
On the other hand:
′ = 2 ∂ρ fµνρ − ∂ρ ϕµνρ ,
2∂ ρ f µνρ
′ − tνµ
′ = tµν − tνµ + ∂ρ Φµνρ + ∂ρ Φνµρ .
tµν

The last two terms are expressed by:
− ∂ρ (ϕµνρ − ϕµρν − ϕνρµ − ϕνµρ + ϕνρµ − ϕµρν) = − 2∂ρϕµνρ ,
′ .
which vanishes, along with the similar term in 2∂ ρ f µνρ
One thus has:
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1
2

′ − tνµ
′ ) = ∂ ρ f µνρ
′ .
( tµν

′ and f µνρ
′ .
The second fundamental relation is also verified with the new tensors tµν
Finally, if the field is localized into a certain region of space then the wave functions
and the fundamental tensors will be annulled at every point that is external to a certain
world-hypertube T, and it is possible to extend some of the considerations that we
developed in Chapter II that related to a classical fluid mass to the present formalism.
Therefore, one can define a total field momentum:

Gµ =

∫

Π

t µ 4 dv ,

in which the numeral 4 indicates the component along a temporal axis Λ that is
orthogonal to a certain spatial hyperplane Π, and the integral is extended over the region
of that plane where tµν is non-zero. One then knows that, by reason of the equation ∂ν tµν
= 0, Gµ will be a vector that is independent of the choice of the hyperplane Π (cf.,
Appendix A). Now, if one performs a gauge transformation then one will have:
Gµ′ =

∫

Π

t µ 4 dv −

∫

Π

∂ ρ Φ µ 4 ρ dv .

The second integral can be subdivided into − ∫ ∂ 4 Φ µ 44 dv , which is zero, due to the
Π

antisymmetry of Φµ[νρ], and − ∫ ∂ k Φ µ 4 k dv , which gives − ∫ Φ µ 4k dσ k .
Π

Σ

This integral is taken over the spatial surface Σ that bounds the volume considered.
The integral will be zero, since that surface is situated completely inside the spatial
region where the field tensors are zero (on the condition that one must assume that the
gauge tensors are also zero in the same region, which is a hypothesis that one can always
make without changing anything that happens inside the region where the field in nonzero). One will thus have:
Gµ′ = Gµ ,
so the total momentum vector will be gauge invariant.
The same thing is true for the integrated quantities that one can define by means of
the Belinfante tensor. If one considers the tensor 12 (xµ tλν – xλ tµν) + fµνλ (which, as we
know, is conservative) then one can define a total angular momentum for the field:

Γ[νλ] =

∫

Π

 12 ( xµ tλ 4 − xλ tµ 4 ) + f µλ 4  dv ,

which will be a tensor. A gauge transformation will then give:
Γ′µλ =

∫

Π

 12 ( xµ tλ 4 − xλ tµ 4 ) − 12 ( xµ ∂ ρ Φ λ 4 ρ − xλ ∂ ρ Φ µ 4 ρ )  dv + ∫ ( f µλ 4 − ϕ µλ 4 ) dv
Π

Appendix C
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1
2

∫

Π
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( xµ ∂ ρ Φ λ 4 ρ − xλ ∂ ρ Φ µ 4 ρ )  dv + ∫ ϕ µλ 4 dv .
Π

The first integral is integrated by parts, and the completely integrable part reverts to a
surface integral over Σ, and is therefore annulled. What will remain is:
Γ′µλ = Γµλ +

1
2

∫

Π

(Φ λ 4 ρ ∂ ρ xµ − Φ µ 4 ρ ∂ ρ xλ )  dv + ∫ ϕ µλ 4 dv .
Π

The first integrand becomes:
1
2

namely:
1
2

(Φλ 4µ – Φµ 4λ),

(ϕλ 4µ – ϕλµ 4 − ϕ 4µλ − ϕµ 4λ + ϕµ λ 4 + ϕ4λµ) = ϕµ 4λ ,

which is annulled, along with the second integrand. One thus has:
Γ′µλ = Γµλ ,

so the total angular moment is also gauge invariant.
In summation, a system of wave functions whose evolution is determined by a
Lagrangian formalism corresponds to a unique tensorial field that is determined by
tensors tµν and fµνλ that obey two fundamental conservation relations. By contrast, these
two equations determine the two tensors only up to a very large gauge indeterminacy. It
is remarkable that the change of gauge leaves invariant the two tensors Gµ and Γµν that
result from integrating over the domain of the field.
It is also possible to say (and this will permit some very interesting developments)
that a system of wave functions can provide the two quantities Gµ and Γµν in a unique
fashion, but they will correspond to an infinitude of systems of tensors tµν and fµνλ that
obey the two fundamental conservation equations, but differ in their gauges, and it is
permissible to choose a particular one of these systems by subjecting the choice of gauge
to some suitable supplementary conditions. Therefore, if one chooses simply ϕµ νλ = fµ νλ
′ will be zero and the tensor tµν
′ will be symmetric, so
then the new Belinfante tensor f µνλ
it will not only be conservative, but so will its moment; as we have stated, it is simply the
symmetric energy-momentum tensor, which may, if one desires, be chosen to represent
the formalism collectively. As we know, some choices of gauge are more interesting
than others.
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